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We have re-evaluated the prospects for implementing passive beam daylighting arrays as retrofit devicess
We present a daylighting system that offers several advantages over previous designss Our system is
inexpensive, unobtrusive and can be sealed without maintenance between the lites of double-glazed fenes
trations The design is based on projection treating the daylighting array as a source of light that is
to be projected towards a target area in a room; from this comes the name for the system--Stationary
Projecting Reflector (SPRA)s The target area towards which the light reflects from the SPRA is
selected on the basis of objective criterias For a given room's orientation, a peiformance function is
derived from expressions for depth of penetration of reflected light and for glare from the
reflectionss The directional of the SPRA are selected by an of the performance
fun~tion, which simultaneously maximizes the extent of light into the room and which
minimizes the glare throughout the years The SPRA design thus achieves a rigorous trade-off between
two principal concerns of beam daylighting. OUf includes derivation of the perform-
ance function and results from a SPRA retrofit in a classroom in New York.

Introduction

mexD~~ns.lve and cost effective

@ Be suitable for both ne\v and retrofit <I'llW"'ll'l1"'1dlln('llt"1l"'......-.nCl

@ Be effective in several orientations of fenestration

of reflectors this da~{ll~~ht]lDg

were installed in the upper third of the six win
dows of a classroom in New York, at a distance
of feet from the floor. The purpose of this retrofit
instaHation was to assess the for replacement of
artificial with beam The retrofit
classroom has a 30 foot 30 foot floor area, a rectangu
lar window area of 160 square feet and is adjacent to
another classroom of the same dimensions and south-east
olientation that serves as a control room for photometric
studies 3
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criteria. The criteria

@ Be with a of cornmerClat,
tutional and industrial environments

@ Be both
five years or

A recent aal{H~~ntJtng

minated in the de'{el~Jprnel1t

met
stated that the

Avoid interference with blinds or

@ Be easy to maintain and have a life

Have no be and
function without user interaction

@

Provide of
of a room

up to 30 feet onto the

On the of installation of the retrofit in late
levels were measured in both the retrofit room and

the control room at 11 hours, solar times In each room,
measurements were taken at nine points in a grid, such
that any two on the grid were ten feet
apart, and with the outer on the grid at a distance
of five feet from the walls. The results are plotted in

1, for the control room and the retrofit room.

@ Provide fuU or of artificial
with minimal

@ Be with or
COl1trcDU1LDQ: artificial levels

Shown in 1 are the light levels on a horizontal
surface three feet from the floor (desk The window
wall is closest to the front of the figure, where measured

levels are Measurements at the back of the
room are shown farthest from the window waH and they
assume the smallest values 0 The levels at three feet
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surUl~~t, none address the of what specifically is
to be done with the reflected light once it enters a building

§..l4.:ll?,·t~nh".llr'h et ale Bar-Yonah 1985; Critten 1987;
Edmonds 1991; Luboshez 1978; Morita et aL 1988; Otto
et ale the designs were based principally
on two-dimensional ray-tracing methods, which are not
sy~;teInat:ICaLHY aPl)llc~abjle for analysis in three dimensions.

i.1nOnJrC!lC! of reflections in three dimensions
offered a methodology for meeting the design criteria
listed above. Altho h the prototype functioned adequately
in the measurably darker portions of a room,
there were still problems associated with the trade-off
between the convenience of stationary reflectors and the
occurrence of glare at certain times of the year. The fact
remains that stationary reflectors can never perform

over the entire course of the year. No one,
however, has sought to the best possible
performance of such devices.

'fhe purpose of this paper is to present work aimed at
fme-tuning the preliminary design strategy that gave the
results shown in 1. The paper presents:

from the floor inside the windows in each room were
consistent at 3000 foot candles and there was no cloud
cover the interval of measurement.

The the retrofit room are
much than levels in the loca-
tions in the control room. from the
arrays reflected down from the white and
elevated the levels a factor of two to four
ae!Jendll1l2 on location in the room.. Even at a distance of
25 feet into the room, the average of the levels in a
row was .about 140 foot candles. The results
from the instaHed were very encourag-

on this sunny summer

~'r-rot~r",('nf that went into the of this
rB'l:n:rh t:rhT'lno was to redirect towards those

that much of the day in
shadow 0 Note how the lowest levels in the control
room are seen for the left column of 1, and that

levels in the location in the retrofit
room were elevated. This intentional redirecting of
reflected was a from attempts at

beam aa~11l~;ntln12:.

An examination of shows that while most
of the are concerned with selective admission of

A formal quantitative representation of the per
formance of stationary reflectors, in terms of the
trade-off between illumination of a room and glare.
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(2) A method that fmds the orientation of reflector that
gives best performance at a given site latitude.

sunlight and projecting it into a room. Such issues as the
attenuation of intensity of redirected over distance
win not be covered here$

The Stationary Projecting Reflector Array
(SPR )

The problem of redistributing beam daylight originates
with the uneven distribution of sunlight in a room. Light
levels such as those represented in Figure 1 are deter
mined in part by the time of day and by the day of year
on which the measurements are taken. The window area
in the room is an architectural aperture that functions as a
stop for the available solar beam. As the azimuth of the
incoming beam changes with solar hour, the beam sweeps
across the room in a manner not unlike that of a slowly
moving spotlight.

There are in actuality several parallels between the sweep
of beam sunlight through fenestration and the operation of
standard light projection devices. These parallels can be
stated in the broadest of terms. In both cases, the energy
of a light source must be channeled through a set of opti
cal treatments and apertures towards an output direction.
There are losses and of flux in both
of In both cases there are trade-offs between
illumination and thermal Although the tradi-
tional device has received considerably more
technical the spectral and thermal of
fenestration are becoming sophisticated.

The limitations of reflectors are many, and a
rigorous examination them towards a goal
requlrc~s that their be Performance
should be examined over the course of a day and for each
day of the entire year. Good performance should be
associated with projection of reflected towards the
back wall of a room where levels tend to be lowesL
There should a associated with nTH~-n~-~lvru

glare due to the reflections from a array. Taken
together, these considerations form the criteria for

the best that can be
obtained from a SPRA.

PerformanceQualitative Aspects

Projection of redirected is a concept that may be
applied to the old workhorse of beam daylighting, the
passive array of reflectors. As mentioned in the Introduc
tion, the previous attempts at designing passive daylight
fig reflectors have avoided a rigorous examination of
what is to be done to beam sunlight once it is projected
into a room$ The general goal here is one of a
stationary array of reflectors to towards
those areas of the room that are farthest away from the
windows. Accordingly, we win refer to the da~vl1j~ntm2

device as the ~rray , or
SPRA.

nalysisethods of

A strategy for the of a SPRA can
be based on the sketch in 2. Shown is a floor
of a space that could be a office or
similar institutional structure. At any time of a

of year, the incoming beam is in a
onentatljon, as in Figure 2. The floor depicts

beam toward one end of the room while the
other end of the room is darker. Also shown in
this figure is a desirable direction for reflected beam
sunlight that would illuminate those areas in relative
darkness.

Consider the case of a reflector array located at the
top section of a tall window--allowing for projection of
the light into the core of the room above head height.

assume that the reflected in
ure 2 is parallel to the ceiling--allowing the light to
penetrate to the back wall of the room$ A set of reflectors
oriented to give the direction of reflection in
Figure 2 win very wen for a few minutes on one
or more days of the year$ 'fhe extent to which the reflec
tions deviate from an ideal case can be and

Notable differences can be found between
systems and fenestration. The of image formation
is not an issue in the realm of fenestration. In the case of

condenser stage) concen-
onto the space by the

source of the No condenser is needed for
beam sunlight, because the of interest is
the window frame. blinds and sunscreens are
'1'1"nnn,r>tt.:l1rAf a~CUUlnC'[S for fenestration but not for projectors$

the fundamental difference lies in the fact that
traditional fenestration exerts no control over the direction
of the beam sunlight. The of aU projec-
tion is to direct as much of the available output
towards a screen or at least some well defmed region in
space.

While there are many lines of development that
can come from "non-imaging projectors" as day-

devices for fenestration, the one development
treated in this paper is that of usefully redirecting beam
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Treating the direct beam in Figure 2 as a case of a.m.
sunlight, the performance of a reflector can. be assigned a
good rating on a given day if the angle h is close to 90° at
the time that the reflected light is parallel to the ceiling.
Conversely, it can be said that performance is poor if
angle h is small when the reflected light is parallel to the
ceiling$ Reflector orientations that do not redirect light
parallel to the ceiling at all can be considered as cases of
nonperformance. Of course, performance can be con
sidered poor if the angle of reflections with respect to the
vertical direction deviates far from 90° as welL

A precise statement of performance for a SPRA can be
made in the form of a performance function.. A per
formance function appropriate for the problem has two
components. One component of the performance function
is a function of the angle ~ as depicted in Figure 2. The
other component is related to the duration of time that the
reflections on a given day result in glare. A high value of
performance function thus occurs for deep penetration of
reflected light at such a time of day that relatively little
glare ensues. Optimal performance can be defined as that
orientation of reflector that maximizes the performance
function. If performance is to be assessed for the period
of an entire year, then the performance function must be
COllnDute:d. for each and averaged over the term of the

simulated for purposes of the overall IIJ ......JI. ... """Jr.JlUJ..JO.

arlce of the orientation of the reflectorso

'The made by the desired reflection with
to the orientation of the inner window wall is

labelled b in 2. If the angle .Q is too small, the
reflected -1 t shines too close to the window wall to
illuminate the core of the room. If the .Q exceeds
90 0, the reflected shines in the direction of
the direct beam The ideal case would occur if the
angle Q is 900, and the reflections are to the

the core of the room up to the back wall would be
inuminated. the 12 can be used as one index
of the of reflected into the core of the
room. The other index of interest is the angle of reflection
with to the vertical which would be 90°
when reflected is to a flat The ideal
case occurs when both attain goo.

In order to the of performance
measures, let the room depicted in 2 face directly
south. The is by into two

one for a.m. and the other for p.m. light
the situation of beam sunlight in the a.m$ case

becomes the of the situation in the p~m.

case.

'I ~ 228 g Stiles

year.

Specular Reflection of The way to
quantify the directional performance of a SPRA is within
a coordinate system that relates the solar beam's direction
to the orientation of the reflector and to the direction of
the reflected beam.. The use of a coordinate system is a
convenient way to embody the rules for specular reflection
of the sun into the space of a roomo Because it is the
directional property of reflection that is of interest here,
the niles for specular reflection may be imposed on a set
of unit vectors. The relevant unit vectors and their place
ment in the coordinate system are shown in Figure 3$

The unit vectors occur in a rectangular coordinate system
and their angles of position are selected in such a way as
to conform to standard spherical coordinate conventions.
The xy-plane is taken as parallel to the ground, with the
coordinate axes pointing in the compass directions, start-

with the +x axis pointing north$ The z axis is perpen
dicular to the grounde Azimuth angle ranges from 0 to
360 degrees in the xy-plane, starting with zero degrees at
the +x axis. Zenith angle is measured from the +z axis.
A unit vector labelled s represents the instantaneous
position of the sun with respect to the origin of the
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3{> Vectors in a Coordinate System Useful for Beam Daylighting

coordinate systems The zenith angle of the vector s (zs)
and the azimuth of the vector s (as) are shown in

3e

The direction cosme values can be eXt:~ressed in terms of a
vector's zenith and azimuth which for the example
of the vector s are:

The unit vector in 3 labelled n represents the
normal (perpendicular) vector to a of specular
reflectors Unit vector r is the reflection of s from Its All
three unit vectors have their tails at the origin of the
coordinate systeme The origin of the system is an arbitrary
point and can be translated anywhere (without rotation)
with no loss in vector directional informations

Vectors s and r are the central lines of small "pencils" of
incident and reflected light, respectively, at the specular
surface whose normal vector is no It is assumed that
diffuse reflection from the specular surface is low enough
so that s and r are good representatives of the directions
of incident and reflected light (Duffie and Beckman 1980).
The direction of a unit vector can be specified by direction
cosine of which sx, sy and sz are examples in
bcruatlon (1) for the unit vector s:

Vectors s and r have direction cosine values that are time
dependent.. The components of the solar
vector can be derived from the standard for the
position of the sun (DiLaura 1984), and are:

s = sx i + sy j + sz k (1)

sx == sin(zs) cos(as)
sy = sm(zs)
sz == cos(zs)

An.alO.gOl.lS expressions hold for the vectors n and r 0

sx == D + E cos(w)

sy == C sin(w)

sz == A - B cos(w)

where:

A == sin(d)
B = cos(l) cos(d)

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(5)

Optimal Beam lJaVII~1n~,ng with ::it~'tjo,nal'V PJrOJd~Cli,ngReflector



The variable I in Equations (4), (5), (7) and (8) is site
latitude. The variable g in Equations (4)-(8) is the
declination and is computed from Equation (9).

where J is the Julian day of the year. Thus, the values of
A through ~ will be constant for a given day of the year
at a given site. The variable !Yo in Equations (3a)-(3c) is
the hour angle and is defmed as:

d = 0.4093 x
sin[( (21t)(J - 81) I 368 )]

The vector V in Equation (13) is perpendicular to the
plane that contains s, n and r and has components (Vx,
Vy, Vz), which by definition can be found from the
vector cross product having n as one of its terms. Vector
V can be computed from the cross product of
Equation (14).

(14)v = s x n

The value of cos(A) in Equation (11) can be computed
directly from the dot product of s and n. The value of
cos(2A) in Equation (13) can then be found by using a
trigonometric identity. From the given information, the
only unknowns in equations (11)-(13) are (rx, ry, rz), and
these components of the reflection vector may be found
from simultaneous solution of the three equations. Note
that this method may also be used to fmd the components
of anyone vector if the components of the other two
vectors are given.

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

cos(d)
cos(I) sin(d)
sin(l) cos(d)

nt
12

w

c =
D =
E =

are:

Rule (1). The between s and n is to the angle
between n and r. Rule The vectors s, n and :r an
occur in the same

The of the vector :r are functions
of the components of s and n and must be computed

A method for calculating the components of :r
may be derived from the rules for specular reflection

and Beckman which in terms of 3

Solar time ! in bquatlon
24 hours.

(10) ranges from 0 hours to dieting the Occu"enee of Glare~ The equations
derived above are useful for handling the general problem
of time-dependent specular reflection of sunlight in three
dimensions. The same basic concepts may also be applied
to calculate the time at which reflections begin to glare
down into a room from a given orientation of reflector.
Preliminary experiments with arrays having orientations
useful for beam daylighting at windows showed that the
reflections tend to start at the ceiling and go downward as
the morning progresses (Stiles and Kinney 1991). Thus,
the transition point at which the reflected beam starts to
glare down into the room is the time at which the reflec
tions are parallel to the floor.

(11)
nz sy ny sz = nz ry (16)

(12) nx sz nz sx = - nz rx (17)

ny sx fiX sy =
(13) ny rx - nxry (18)

Equation (15) holds true if and only if the direction
cosines of the vector on the left side are identical to the
direction cosines of the vector on the right side. When the
zenith of reflection achieves 90°, we obtain:

(15)

When the reflected light is parallel to the floor, the zenith
angle of reflection is 90°. The component of r along the k
direction vanishes at that time (viz. Equation (2c». Taken
together with the fact that in general, because aU three
vectors are coplanar,

sxn = rxn

S . r ::::: sx rx + sy ry
,+ sz rz ::::

n . r := fiX rx + ny ry
+ nz rz

v ':r := Vx rx + 11'
+ Vz rz 0

The formulations Equations (1)
are familiar to those in the field.

OUf work which results from applying
the two rules stated above in terms of coordinate

conventions. As an of these
rules in the coordinate frame of 3, assume that the
COlnp(Jne~nts of s and of n are and the n?",""hlt=l'n1l

is one of the of r. the
between s and n as the following three eqtlatlions

may be written the vector dot jJAV·1!od<OI.&..... ".

10230 - Stiles



Vector r remains a unit vector when its zenith angle
achieves 90°, so that the sum of the squares of its
components equals unity; this fact may be combined with
the results of squaring both sides of Equations (16) and
(17) and upon adding the results we obtain after some
simplification:

(2 nx nz) sx + (2 ny nz) sy

+ (2 nz2 - 1) sz o (19)

on a given day for a given orientation of
Equation (24) win have no real roots.

If conditions are such that Equation (24) does have real
roots, then reflection zenith angle achieves 90° on the jth
Julian day at a solar time to be caned ToG). This is a
solar time that will be useful in the glare component of
the performance function. Combining Equations (28) and
(10) we obtain:

In summary, the constraints of reflection can be
used in the framework of a coordinate system to solve a
number of problems involving time-dependent vectors in
three dimensions. The system of equations that come out
of this analysis form the basis for writing out the
"n&l'1I"'Tn"II'"'Il"n'o:lInr',::'Iio function for reflectors.

The quantities sx, sy and sz may be substituted for those
given in Equations (3a), (3b) and (3c) respectively, to give
an equation of the form Equation (20). If we specify
latitude, Julian day of year and the orientation of the
reflector in question, the only unknowns left in Equation
(20) are trigonometric functions of hour angle, ~:

Ll cos(w) = L2 + l3

12 (29)

where

L3 = 2 D fiX nz - A (1 - 2

The first step in defining the performance function is to
decide the time-of-day interval over which the da'{lu!htJLD2
device will be useful. This is a consideration that can be
based on a given building's occupancy schedule, but for
purposes of illustration, assume an eight-hour working
day. Trends in of beam sunlight must be
checked for the of occlusion by the walls of a
room. For preliminary calculations show that in
Syracuse, N.Y. (latitude 43°), the window wall of a
south-facing room will not obstruct the solar beam on any
day of the year between 8 solar hours and 16 solar hours

and 1991). This a working of
hours to be assumed for any of the year, half of

which occur in the a.m.

The a.m. half of the day will be the four hours
between the solar times of 8 hours and 12 hours on any

Julian day & Recall that the zenith angle of reflections
from the range of orientations dealt with here is small in
the early morning and increases the course of the
morning (Stiles and Kinney 1991). A little thought will
show that glare begins at a time given by TGO) from
Equation (29). Thus, overall performance is related to the
fraction of the that reflections do not
result in glare.

(26)

(28)

- 1) 2 E nx nzLl = B

L2 = 2 C ny nz

contain the constants D and
E (4)-(8) for a day and as
wen as the components of the vector D..

both sides of the transcendental Equation and
the formula is obtained:

G1 + G2X + G3 = 0

where

01 == +

G2 = 2 L213

G3 ::::

X ==

the inverse sine of the appropriate root of Equation
the hour angle at which the reflected light has a

zenith of 90 degrees. The solar hour corresponding
to this condition may be found by using Equation (10).
Note that if reflections do not attain a zenith angle of 90°

The performance function is to be comprised of a
temporal component and a spatial Let the
temporal component of the performance function on the
jth Julian day of the year be defined as G(j). If is
the solar time at which glare begins and is by
Equation (29), then may be defmed as follows:

timal Beam Davlle,1htJfna with StiJ,tlo,nal"v PArOJ~:fc~,nfJ Reflector



The component thus penalizes glare that starts
early in day" It is bounded between 0 and 1.
The heaviest penalty is associated with glare that occurs
before or after the interval of 8 - 12 solar hours.

Note that the numerator in the nonzero portion on the
right side of Equation (30) is the time since eight solar
hours that reflections do not result in glare on the jth
Julian day of year; the denominator is the four-hour
interval between the solar times of 8 and 12 hours. 1 The
nonzero component of the performance function
is the fraction of the working morning that reflections do
not result in glare.

8

GO) == 0 under aU other circumstances

The performance of this given orientation of :n is then
found via Equations (30) and (31) for every day of the
year between winter solstice and summer solstice (because
the trajectory of the sun is symmetric with respect to that
half-year interval). This procedure is then repeated but
with a systematic change in n as a function of Julian day,
time of day and azimuth angle of reflection. The search
proceeds iteratively in this way until the performances of
all possible orientations of :n for all the Julian days in the
half-year cycle are selected for all reflection azimuth
angles between 0 0 and 90 0 •

The performance function itself is taken as the product of
Equations (30) and (31) for a specific n over the range of
Julian days from one solstice to the nexte The orientation
of n that maximizes the performance function for a given
site latitude is then taken as the optimal orientation of a
passive reflector. The optimization procedure may be
stated succinctly in the following form:

(30)

~ 12 h
4

if 8 h ~

c

Select n == nx i + ny j + nz k such that

is maximized.

COJrrlPonlent be a function of angle !! as
2.. The angle !2 is a function of the

azimuth of reflected Let the azimuth angle of
reflection at the time that the zenith of reflection starts
ex(~ee~(lln.2 90 0 be 12 is then the ('Tnlnnll~-

The of the noQl,~·t"n"t·~ __

such that:

== 0 under aU other circumstances

In Equation (32) .Q is the performance function for a
reflector whose surface normal vector is D. The number
of days in the interval from one solstice to the next is Nj •

The net performance of the reflector is thus quantified for
each day of the year and is averaged over the entire year.

The maximum value of il-l'6'"'ll11~n~'A__

of year if the reflections to
0 0 of azimuth at time i. e., if the reflected goes
,;)a..u::tJt;;;:;'J!~~ into the room towards the back waH. This is the
ideal case of and cannot be from a
fixed reflector for more than a few in a year. If the
reflected achieves a zenith of 90° on the jth

of year but the azimuth of reflection exceeds
limits dictated in (3 the result is peIlalrzeo
most The is bounded between 0
and 14

lbe second the function
reaUln~s that (30) and (31) are computed for a
reflector a known orientation, i.e$' that the vector
n must be The entire process of optimization
starts with an orientation of n that produces, on a given
Julian at a a reflection having a zenith

of 90° and an azimuth between 0° and 90 0
•

Results

For a latitude of 43 0 (about the middle of New York
the maximum performance function as defmed in

iIl-I'lI"'illI,!nf-'lli"~ (32) had a value of 0.57. The components of the
normal vector n whose simulated performance gave the
maximum value of performance function are listed in
Table 1. The unit vector perpendicular to the optimal
orientation of reflector for this latitude has an azimuth
angle of 68.1 0 and a zenith angle of 41.2° ..

The orientation of reflector with a normal direction whose
direction cosines are in Table 1 gives, on average through
the year, the best trade-off between illumination into the
room and glare problems. A detailed examination of the
trends in reflection from the optimal n is made in Fig
ures 4 and 5" Those two figures are the results of model
ling the direction of reflected light on the 15th of
December (close to winter solstice, JuHan day j = 349)
and on the 15 of June (close to the summer solstice,

1m232 - Stiles
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as the difference between the azimuth direction of 90° and
the actual azimuth angle of reflection at each time. The
curve for on Dec. 15 shows that the reflected
light projects to the back wall of the room and stays there
to within about ten degrees throughout the morning.. On
June the reflections project nearly 45° into the room,

or take about five degrees. This is because
the sun rises early in the summer and shines in toward the
west wan of the room. Reflected light that projects to the
eastern waH at an angle h of 45° serves to balance the
light levels in that season.

13

from

9 10 11 12

Solar hour

Dec. 15 June 15
D.

20 b..-- ......--J

7

4~

Orientation

j == Time intervals of 15 minutes are used to
illustrate the trends between the solar hours of 8 to 124
lne trends at intermediate dates would fall somewhere
between the two curves plotted in each figure.

of penetration of reflected light into a south-facing
room (angle !V is plotted against solar time in Figure 4.
The value of the ~ as defined in Figure 2 was taken

Zenith angle of reflection from the optimal stationary
reflector is plotted in Figure 5. Note the typical pattern of
reflection zenith angle being less at eight solar hours than
at solar noon, with an increasing trend between those
times. The only time that glare is seen to be a problem is
for about an hour towards solar noon near the winter
solstice4 In upstate New this glare is offset

aD;tlm~fJl Beam f}a'vll~U1tJrn.a with St(j'tlo.naJ~V Mr()14~ctJ,ni1Reflector



by the fact that seasonal cloud cover is most prevalent at
that time of year. There is no problem at an by
summer solstice.

non-glaring ceiling reflectivity may even allow lighting
based on SPRA alone for a portion of a sunny working
day.
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cal derivations in the Methods section can be used
to find orientations of reflectors if even a small
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The would be that the redirected would
not as into the room.

1. The program that this analysis occasionally
selects an orientation of reflector that can give a
zenith angle of reflection at noon less than the zenith
angle at eight solar hours. One is the case of
n that has an azimuth angle of zero. A subroutine
checks in each case whether zenith angle of reflection
at noon is than at solar hours. If not, the
subroutine simply subtracts the nonzero term on the
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